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PRESIDENT MACRON RECEIVES VERY WARMLY INDIAN PM MODI WHO STOOD
WITH FRANCE
INDIA WILL GO BEYOND THE PARIS AGREEMENT

Paris, Washington DC, 06.06.2017, 03:36 Time

USPA NEWS - President of the French Republic Emmanuel Macron received on Saturday the Indian Prime Minister, Narendra Modi,
just two days after the announcement of Donald Trump to withdraw the United States from the Paris agreement for climate. It was a
very fortunate visit, which was already planned before the declaration of the American President occurred“¦
The reception at the Elysee was very warmly, with a long embrace of the heads of State who have not known each other for a long
time. PM Narendra Modi assured President Emmanuel Macron that "French elections have caught the attention of the whole world and
have encouraged the world." Indeed, the Indian PM had come to the Elysee received by the President Hollande, has not been as
relaxed and warm to the previous President. on January 2016“¦

IN ONE MONTH PRESIDENT MACRON HAS MEET THE FIVE BIGGEST HEADS OF STATES
The recently elected President, Macron, has not lost time in terms of international relations. He met German Chancellor Angela
Merkel, right after her inauguration in Berlin, then President Donald Trump at the NATO meeting, as well as Justin Trudeau PM
Canadian. He then received the Russian President, Vladimir Putin in Versailles in a royal celebration as a hommage to the
tercentenary of Pierre Le Grand (Peter The Great), “ a Warrior monarch and tireless traveller who stayed in France, from April to June
1717, in Versailles“�

During the meeting President Macron impressed his style and conviction and diplomacy and the ease of a great head of state,
advancing by no tactics ...

PRESIDENT MACRON WELCOMES VERY WARMLY THE PM INDIAN MODI WHO FULLY SUPPORTS THE PARIS
AGREEMENT AND BEYOND

Last Saturday, the new president Macron received the Indian Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, at the Elysee Palace. The two heads of
state then had a quick working lunch, and then held a joint press conference in a friendly atmosphere where the two heads of state
appeared complicit and relaxed. The speeches of each of them were joined to an optimistic and enthsousiast future within the
framework of the already consolidated relations between France "Friendly Country" and India.----------------
In this statement, the Indian PM thanked President Macron for “Honouring him to pay tribute to the Indian soldiers who died during the
war" to lay a wreath of flowers under the Arc de Triomphe in Paris, 'afternoon. -------OUR COLLABORATION IS LIMITLESS PM
NATENDRA MODI SAID-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PM Modi and President Macron discussed various subjects of "bilateral cooperation between France and India and in particular on
the" Fight against terrorism " President Macron has announced that he will visit "before the end of the year in India for the first summit
of the world solar alliance." Nevertheless, the central subject was really climate change, during which, the Indian Prime Minister
insisted on:" Protection Mother Earth together", adding India will "go even beyond the Paris Agreement" He added : From the smart
cities in India, to the aerospace industry, it is difficult to see the liimits of our collaboration. We will try to see the cultural relations of
India which is a heritage" "Our common heritage is a human heritage and the challenge of modernity. " It should be remembered that
India is the third most polluting country (Behind China and the USA), in terms of emission of greenhouse gases. It was also one of the
first countries to sign the Paris agreement in October 2015 ... As President Macron reminded him of the "increasing partnership"
between the two countries, in terms of industry, culture and education, the French President called on the Indian head of government
to continue to associate their efforts " In the fight against terrorism, and in the common struggle for climate. "

CLIMATE CHANGE AND TERRORISM ARE THE TWO THREATS TO HUMANITY EXPLAINED PM MODI
The Indian Prime Minister Modi, recalled the extent to which humanity was endangered by the effects of climate change as well as
terrorist threats. Climate and terrorism, "two great threats to humanity" said Narendra Modi.-------------------------------
India will be on the side of France to find solutions to these two plagues. "There are two major threats to humanity," said Modi. The



climate, some of which is invisible, and terrorism, the aspects of which are clearly visible. "---------------------------
On the climate, the Indian Prime Minister used very strong and symbolic formulas by qualifying the Paris Agreement as "World
Heritage" committing the responsibility of his country to continue to respect it and "To work even beyond this agreement "The Indian
PM has not only provided unwavering support for the Paris addict, but also for the sake of the respect and preservation of the heritage
of mankind." It is a very strong symbol but also a message under In the face of President Putin's statement, whose concern would be
confined to the American people alone, who could not represent the rest of humanity as a whole ... and thereby confess the decision to
withdraw from the Paris. He also stressed the fact "Underlining the common will to work together on sustainable technology, he said he
was" very pleased that the president is committed to this international solar alliance. "
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